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Welcome, thanks for joining us. We will be progressing at a quick clip, so please feel
comfortable revisiting this webinar as a recording and pausing as necessary.
Let’s begin.
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This webinar will review the 60 strategies of the SL Scorecard, which can be found on
SmarterLunchrooms.org as a pdf, as part of the SL National Handbook, or as the online
Scorecard Tracker tool. You are invited to follow along using one of those formats.
Details about the development of this tool, using this tool in school visits, and the online
resources which support this tool can be found archived on the Healthy Food Choices in
Schools extension website:
http://articles.extension.org/category/healthy_food_choices_in_schools_webinar
The Scorecard Summary, FAQs, and National Handbook work in concert with the Scorecard.
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Here are those helpful links.
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The strategies follow our guiding principles: effective, easy to implement, inexpensive or
free, and in accordance with behavioral economics best practices.
The 6 principles of BE in school lunchrooms are: Manage portion size; Increase

convenience; Improve visibility; Enhance taste expectations; Utilize suggestive
selling; Set smart pricing strategies.
Bonus: These strategies have also helped some lunchrooms improve their operations

(transaction rate, staff morale).
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Let’s examine the 60 strategies in the order they appear on the Scorecard.
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The scorecard is organized into 8 sections and each section is scored individually and then
combined for an aggregate score at the end. This helps evaluators and lunchroom
stakeholders use their results to guide their choice of unchecked strategies to implement as
part of their action plan.
Each section goes from the simplest strategy to implement to the most involved. Items
with an asterisk* may require additional input or collaboration with other stakeholders:
typically, school nutrition staff, teachers, or school administrators.
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These are the 8 categories. We’ll go section by section.
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These strategies use those 6 principles of behavioral economics to promote the
healthiest choices in the school lunchroom.
‐‐Offering 2+ kinds of fruit makes fruit more visible and convenient; plus, the act of
getting to make a choice gives students the positive sense of affirmation, meaning
they feel good about what they chose and are more likely to eat it (not throw it
away) and to choose it again later.
‐‐Sliced or cut fruit is more convenient than whole fruit – easier and faster to eat,
esp. for kids with small mouths and hands, loose teeth, or a dislike for getting
messy.
‐‐Displaying fruit in attractive, colorful containers enhances taste expectations
because it is interesting, inviting, and colorful, all of which make food look
appealing.
‐‐Offering fruit in multiple locations makes it convenient to select; kids do not want
to waste time or embarrass themselves by going back for a missed item. Plus, staff
members as the POS can verbally prompt students to select a fruit and complete a
reimbursable meal (suggestive selling)
‐‐Identifying a fruit as the fruit of the day draws attention to it and gives it prestige,
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increasing its visibility and improving taste expectations. Fun, creative names do the
same, and placing a label at the point of selection hammers it home. When kids’
attention is drawn to an attractive food, they are much more likely to notice it, select
it, and eat it.
‐‐Lastly, a fruit taste test gives kids the chance to sample a food without risk – they
won’t be “stuck” with it on their tray instead of a trusted favorite food. Hosting a
taste test with colorful, tasty new recipes and foods such as local veggies or a new
entrée can raise a lunchroom’s profile with school stakeholders and families, excite
the kids about school food (they love to vote and share their opinions, at any age),
and help the lunchroom staff plan menus to cater to what students will eat while still
adding variety to the menu. This also opens many possibilities for student, parent,
and community involvement, collaborations with teachers, and beautifying the
lunchroom.
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2+ varieties of fruit, attractive basket, fruit of day label at POS (also: smiling server)
Sliced fruit, attractive baskets, 2+ locations on service line
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2+ varieties of fruit; attractive basket, fruit of the day/name/label at point of selection and
POS
Sliced fruit from fruit sectionizer
Sliced fruit bagged, fruit in multiple locations (also: attractive nutritional signage)
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Pic by Georgia organics ‐‐ https://georgiaorganics.org/for‐schools/taste‐tests
Pic by Mountain x ‐‐ https://mountainx.com/food/farm‐to‐schools‐taste‐test‐program‐
steers‐kids‐from‐french‐fries‐to‐kale/
Pic by USDA ‐‐ https://www.usda.gov/media/blog/2014/03/19/farm‐school‐grants‐offer‐
new‐opportunities‐serve‐healthy‐local‐foods‐school
Fruit‐of‐the‐day signage by Smarter Lunchrooms,
https://www.smarterlunchrooms.org/scorecard‐tools/print‐your‐own‐smarter‐lunchrooms‐
signs‐and‐labels
Fruit taste test x3
Fruit name label
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Fun fruit name labels by Smarter Lunchrooms,
https://www.smarterlunchrooms.org/scorecard‐tools/print‐your‐own‐smarter‐lunchrooms‐
signs‐and‐labels
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Many of the vegetable strategies mirror the fruit strategies, and for the same reasons. (2+
kinds of veggies, veggies offered on all service lines, veggie labeled veggie‐of‐the‐day and
given a label with creative, fun name at the point of selection, taste test)
Other strategies:
‐‐Offering veggies on all service lines leverages convenience. Kids won’t go to two lines &
spend twice the wait time to get veggies, so you need to provide veggies to them in
whichever line they might be in.
‐‐Hot and cold veggies appeal to different kids and match well with different entrees (well‐
matched meal components enhance taste expectations). Cold veggies are colorful, crunchy
finger foods and appeal in the same way fresh fruit appeals to kids. Having the choice also
gives them a feeling of affirmation about veggies.
‐‐A serving of veggies in entrees make veggies convenient, since the kids are eating the
entrée already!
‐‐A FLAVOR STATION is one of our favorite ideas, kids love them! Condiments low in sodium
and fat such as vinegar, lemon pepper, hot red pepper flakes, honey mustard, garlic, lemon
wedges, and spices such as oregano, basil, curry, cardamom, and nutmeg can enhance the
flavors of foods and mask strong or bitter flavors some kids have trouble with. Plus, it’s fun
to self‐serve, sprinkle, dip, and otherwise customize one’s meal, and kids LOVE to “make
their own” lunches just the way they like them. The flavor options and the fun aspect both
enhance taste expectations (veggies taste great, are versatile and fun to dip). Also, show
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appropriate portion size (vs lake of ranch dressing). Flavor stations are also great as an add‐
on to the end of a salad bar or to enhance a pre‐existing condiment station.
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Sliced bagged veggies, multiple locations
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Veggie‐of‐the‐day signage by Smarter Lunchrooms:
https://www.smarterlunchrooms.org/scorecard‐tools/print‐your‐own‐smarter‐lunchrooms‐
signs‐and‐labels
Veggie burrito pic by Epicurious ‐‐ https://www.epicurious.com/recipes/food/views/black‐
bean‐and‐vegetable‐burritos‐1192
Veggie hummus cup by thekitchn.com ‐‐ http://www.thekitchn.com/easy‐makeahead‐
appetizer‐veggie‐and‐hummus‐cups‐with‐3‐tips‐gatherings‐from‐the‐kitchn‐205018
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Flavor station cart, Billerca SD
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Flavor stations, Billerca SD and Cincinnati SD
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Fun veggie name labels by Smarter Lunchrooms:
https://www.smarterlunchrooms.org/scorecard‐tools/print‐your‐own‐smarter‐lunchrooms‐
signs‐and‐labels
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Any place where kids self‐serve vegetables to make their own salad counts as a salad bar; it
doesn’t have to be a freestanding island.
‐‐Making salads available and easily accessible to all children makes them visible and
convenient. Location, location, location!
In one lunchroom, salad sales more than doubled simply by moving the salad bar from its
place against the opposite wall to a better, central location within the service area and
rotating it so the traffic pattern moved kids along the veggie side versus the narrow,
industrial edge side.
‐‐Using appropriately sized utensils gives subtle guidance on appropriate portions of salad
items and condiments. Bigger utensil = bigger serving (so use larger tongs for veggies),
smaller utensil = smaller serving (so use small spoons or packets for condiments). It also
leverages time and convenience without creating a “rule” that kids may rebel against. All
these benefits without using up valuable and expensive staff!
‐‐Once again, creative naming pays dividends by enhancing taste expectations.
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Salad bars can be freestanding or on the service line. The key is that kids can self‐select
and make their own salad. Note the flavor station on the left of the freestanding salad bar.
Photos by the USDA @USDAnutriton 124 best school salad bars that rock!
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Utensils imply serving size. Avoid student self‐service with pump jars. Instead, use
individual packets or small self‐service spoons to leverage time and convenience to
encourage smaller potions of dressings condiments and smaller tongs or spoons for
croutons.
Color and contrast add interest as well, enhancing taste expectations.
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Salad bar location is key! Here, you can see how moving and rotating the salad bar made it
visible and convenient to students moving counterclockwise from the entrance door in the
upper right corner through the service lines and to the POS.
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Salad bar signage by Smarter Lunchrooms, https://www.smarterlunchrooms.org/scorecard‐
tools/print‐your‐own‐smarter‐lunchrooms‐signs‐and‐labels
Note: fun food names, attractive colors and designs, and the instructive aspect of showing
how to make a salad on a tray (right only)
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These strategies help you promote milk in general, and white milk in particular, as the
beverage of choice.
‐‐Students will select more white milk if it is plentiful and easy to find and reach! Keep
coolers well stocked and neatly organized so they are easy to reach into (convenient – even
for little kids) and look appetizing (enhanced taste expectations). White milk should be easy
to find (visible) in every cooler: front and center in “prime” display space and at least 1/3 of
all milk on display.
‐‐Don’t treat white milk like a second‐place drink! Feature it with prime location, attractive
presentation, and a cool, appetizing name such as “Cool, creamy white milk” or “Protein
packed white milk – the ultimate sports drink.”
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White milk is neatly and prominently displayed. First in line, 1/3 or more of stock
Milk sign by American Dairy Association
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This is the longest section with 11 strategies. Boosting RMs is a great way to ensure
students select a variety of healthy foods and feel satisfied after they eat. It also helps
lunchrooms financially through the FARMs (Free and Reduced Meals) subsidy.
Repeated strategies that continue to work: featuring an entrée‐of‐the‐day and meal‐of the
day, creative naming of foods
New strategies:
‐‐Staff politely prompt students: Interacting with students directly (suggestive selling) and
modeling which healthy foods to select and try is a effective motivator. Lunchrooms staff
can improve rapport with students by developing relationships and politely and cheerfully
encouraging kids to try foods. Smarter Lunchrooms No Time to Train workshops for
lunchroom staffs are available on SmarterLunchrooms.org:
https://www.smarterlunchrooms.org/trainings/no‐time‐train
‐‐Displaying a plated complete meal (real or photograph) is a powerful way to boost taste
expectations and advertise all of the selected foods‐of‐the‐day at once! The colorful meal
looks better than its individual items alone because the colors, textures, and shapes look
better as a harmonious meal. It also suggests which items go well together, which lowers
the threshold of fear for kids when faced with an unfamiliar food choice. Lastly, it is
convenient – instead of having to carefully read a menu, identify foods, figure out what
looks good and what might taste good together (all of which take time), a student can
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simply point to a plated meal and say, “I’ll have that!”
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These are the remaining strategies in this section. Note: the asterisked items may
require input from other school nutrition staff, teachers, or administration.
Repeated strategy: entrée taste test
New strategies:
‐‐Grab and Go meals leverage convenience because kids (and servers) can save time
during the selection and plating process. They are easy and quick to distribute and
carry, they already count as a full RM (which benefits the lunchroom and ensures a
complete and satisfying meal for kids), and they can make leftovers easy to take for
later, which is attractive to older students juggling busy schedules who may have
lunch times that vary from 10am to 1:30pm. High schoolers are also more likely to
stay late after school for extracurriculars and may want to buy food for later in the
day.
‐‐Giving the combo meal a catchy name enhances taste expectations and gives it a
hip allure.
‐‐Signage on every service line showing how to make a combo meal from the items
on each line makes it convenient to create a RM anywhere, and the eye‐catching
signs use visibility and suggestive selling to reach every student. Make sure signs are
colorful, neat, and easily understood from 6 feet away. Make sure colorful, clear,
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inclusive illustrations make them easy for developing readers and ESOL students to
comprehend.
‐‐Pre‐ordering makes it convenient for students to order when they are in a cold state
of mind – logical and not rushed, more likely to choose healthy or novel choices over
indulgent, familiar standbys. It also lets parents participate in suggestive selling
(encouraging healthy choices) and smart pricing (RMs are cost‐effective choices).
‐‐Cash‐for‐Cookies policies leverage convenience and smart pricing (digital payment
with parents’ money) over using cash, a valuable commodity for young people, in
order to encourage them to buy the healthy items and RMs over a la carte snacks,
without eliminating the snacks option and causing backlash/reactance.
‐‐Needing staff assistance to access the available snacks also leverages convenience
and visibility to give RMs and handheld fruits and edge. Given the option of needing
to ask for help getting a cookie from behind the counter versus taking a piece of fresh
fruit within arm’s length, some percentage of kids will simple choose the easy apple!
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Plated meals (example meals and pre‐plated meals for student pickup) look appetizing,
utilize fun names, and make ordering quick and easy. Grab and go meals can also be
bagged.
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Add sticker, mascot, and fun food name label on a grab‐and‐go bag for added interest (also:
branding). Pair with white milk or water
Plated lunch meal by Horseheads SD
Meal of the day poster‐ smarterlunchrooms.org
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Prompting by role models: Chefs/lunch staff share their favorites and prompt students to
complete their meals
Smiles matter!
Modular signage (tray plus removable/changeable food items) shows how to make a RM at
any station, promotes daily selections
RM signage from Smarter Lunchrooms, https://www.smarterlunchrooms.org/scorecard‐
tools/print‐your‐own‐smarter‐lunchrooms‐signs‐and‐labels
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Prompting by role models: Preorder lunch form – class; Preorder with family at home
Family pic from Hamlett computer services ‐‐ http://www.hamlettcomputerservices.net/
No Time to Train workshop series, professional Standards learning objective 4160:
https://www.smarterlunchrooms.org/trainings/no‐time‐train
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Snack rack behind the counter, need to ask for snack assistance. Place easy‐to‐self‐serve
fruit bowl or basket by POS.
Cash feels harder to spend then digital money (kids more eager to use parents’ digital
account than cash)
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In this section, taste expectations are raised by elevating the entire lunchroom space,
making it more inviting, orderly, beautiful, and representative of the student body. When
students feel ownership and pride in their school and lunchroom, those positive feelings
transfer to the food and staff and they are more likely to participate in the lunch program
and enjoy the food there. Anecdotal evidence says the same about the adults in the space:
the more enjoyment and pride they feel regarding their lunchrooms and “kids”, the more
they like their work.
Strategies:
‐‐Students feel welcomed when staff genuinely welcome and greet them each day and
when they see themselves represented in the decorations. Ex: school spirit imagery as
well as images of kids like themselves, food that relate to their cultures, art they created.
Young people are astute judges of emotion and know when they are welcomed and valued.
‐‐Attractive nutritional signage beautifies the space, promotes healthy school food items,
and educates students on what foods are healthy and tasty, and why.
‐‐An attractive, legible menu board that reflects the student body is informative and
inviting, and is a great way to advertise and promote featured items with catchy names
(enhanced taste expectations, suggestive selling).
Pro tip: Incorporate students and teachers in beautifying the lunchroom by collaborating on
an art/photography contest featuring nutritional themes, such as “harvest of the month”,
“local foods”, or “foods of our cultures.”
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These next strategies relate to having an orderly, safe, clean, and attractive lunchroom
(more enhanced taste expectations).
‐‐Unsightly or unappetizing sights and odors should be kept away from the students’
perception: broken and unused equipment not visible; broken lights repaired and all lights
turned on; compost/recycling/trash cans away from dining students and emptied when full.
‐‐A clear traffic pattern enables a safe, calm, smooth flow of traffic. Signs, floor decals, or
rope lines add color and order without needing staff monitoring or adding noise.
‐‐Lastly, promote the next day’s meal with a clearly visible, neat menu board. This will get
the students informed and excited about the upcoming meal and they can ask questions,
plan payment, etc. It can boost participation and quicken service times.
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Great signage from Bateman Elementary School. Colorful, inviting, representative,
nutrition‐related
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Great signage: Welcoming, Appealing to students, Shows care and that the students are
valued
From #schoolbreakfast and Pinterest lunchroom bulletin board search – a great source for
fun, seasonal ideas
Enlist students, families, teachers to assist!
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Nutrition‐related directional signage at kids’ eye level
Floor decals create order without argument or noise
Representation of minorities
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Neat, clean, well lit, no cleaning supplies seen, trash cans at least 5 feet from dining tables,
beautiful nutrition‐related mural on the back wall
Yellow lunchroom is well lit with fun, seasonal décor (remember to change promptly!),
daily menu signage and plated meals advertising meals of the day
Neat, colorful signs advertise tomorrow’s featured entrée (note: add creative name, make
legible from 6 feet away)
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The remaining strategies emphasize connection and ownership between students,
families, and community and the lunchroom. Joint ownership creates mutual
responsibility, pride, and investment. It’s the foundation of positive cultural change.
Pro tip: Recruit students to do creative and technical tasks; they are charismatic,
interesting to peers, and technologically savvy. They and their teachers value
meaningful, real‐world tasks and experiences. Ask service clubs, guidance
counselors, and administrators for likely students’ names, teacher allies, or other
“soft introductions” to people likely to collaborate with you. In general, volunteer
hours should be related to communication, design, marketing, etc or interacting with
staff. Students’ efforts can count toward service hours which they need for
graduation, scout levels, etc.
Because these items involve communicating with and working with students, make
sure to work with administrators to ensure safe and legal interactions.
Strategies:
‐‐Show student representation in the lunchroom by enlisting them to decorate, with
bought or student‐generated decorations and art. Student artwork is creative, high‐
interest, and easily updated every 1‐3 months. Bonus: relate the topic to
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food/lunchroom/nutrition. (suggestive selling, taste expectations, visibility)
‐‐Menu announcements are always higher interest when peers or ‘in‐school
celebrities” read them and endorse yummy items. (suggestive selling, visibility)
‐‐Students create fun names that truly appeal to their peers. (suggestive selling, taste
expectations)
‐‐Student art and photography is very high‐interest to peers. Incorporate it when
possible.
‐‐Ask all or selected students for authentic feedback by which you can make
improvements that really matter to kids. Surveys, penny/bell vote contests, and focus
groups all can help. You can even partner with teachers (math, science, health, etc.)
to have the students design, run, tally, and/or present the finds of the
study/research/taste test!
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Food art examples, any style works, very high interest: the upper left and lower right
portraits were found in a simple Google search
Bottom middle: “Carrot” by gluedtomycraftsblog.com
Upper right: “Vegetables” by Yayoi Kusama
Microphone represents menu announcements
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Surveys come in many age‐approrpriate forms. Contact smarterlunchrooms@cornell.edu
for individual assistance or guidelines.
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This final section takes many key ideas from the student involvement section and
expands them to incorporate parents and other wider school community members.
They keep these people, mostly adults, informed of developments and options in
the lunchroom and create welcome, ownership, and reason for investment. This
outreach is especially important because school lunch, both the food and the
system, has undergone radical change in the past ten, twenty, thirty, and more
years, whereas many adults only remember their own school years and have
incorrect and often negative associations regarding school food. Education and
welcome are the first steps to correcting and updating these misconceptions and
building a foundation for future investment.
Collaborate with administrators before sending communication to outside
stakeholders. Asterisk * indicates items that may need input from other school
nutrition staff, teachers, or administration.
Strategies:
‐‐Prominently post the menu and a menu board with creative names in the office
and send home menu to parents, school staff, and administrators. Use multimedia
strategies to reach everyone. (visibility, taste expectations, suggestive selling)
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‐‐Use multimedia communication as a platform to inform stakeholders about the
great things happening in NSLP and your school(s). If you don’t tell them, they really
won’t ever know! Highlight your lunch staff, lunchroom, and initiatives (SL strategies,
collaborations with students, awards, HUSSC, lunchroom staff members of the
month, etc). (taste expectations, visibility)
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These final strategies all fall under the umbrella of school policy and the connection
between the school and its lunch program. Asterisk * indicates items that may
need input from other school nutrition staff, teachers, or administration.
Strategies:
‐‐Nutrition education and growing food educate students about where healthy food
comes from, what makes it healthy, and why they their bodies need it. Learning
about foods which may be unfamiliar to them lowers students’ fear or new foods,
making them more aware of a wide variety of foods and more interested in trying
them, and they may even educate their families about the foods and recipes! This
may also include learning about foods, flavors, and food traditions from around the
world.
‐‐Recess improves kids’ appetite: kids can expend pent‐up energy, they work up
their appetites, and they don’t decide to skip eating lunch in order to get more play
time! (It’s a working theory – but we know it works!  )
‐‐Food promotion programs and HUSSC provide schools with effective frameworks
for establishing and nurturing healthy habits to kids. They may also carry financial
incentives to help improve lunchrooms, support enrichment experiences to kids,
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and other provide motivators for individuals and schools alike.
‐‐Wellness Policies: Smarter Lunchrooms strategies effectively promote healthy foods
to kids, which is a part of a healthy lifestyle which may itself lead to better health
outcomes, better behavior, and better academic achievement. Additionally, when
the entire school community in involved in a wellness initiative, it has a far greater
chance of succeeding in both the short‐ and long‐term. Positive cultural change is
surest when everyone pulls together. See this document, “Smarter Lunchrooms and
Local School Wellness Policy”: https://www.smarterlunchrooms.org/scorecard‐
tools/smarter‐lunchrooms‐and‐local‐school‐wellness‐policy
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Horseheads SD : wonderful back‐to‐school display for parents and families. Includes taste
test of school food items, a lunchroom tour, and friendly conversation and outreach with
lunchroom staff. Also had a brochure, menu, and flyer to take home. And a display of local
produce (apple varieties).
Bulletin board with nutrition education and student‐created healthy nutrition signage
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HUSSC homepage
Recess pic by Record Courier http://www.recordcourier.com/news/superintendent‐
addresses‐increased‐standards/
Kids farming pic by Zephyros farm and garder
http://www.zephyrosfarmandgarden.com/kids‐on‐farms
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